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ABSTRACT
The increasing complexities of societal problems require the involvement of
multiple stakeholders, in both business and governmental processes. A lot of
personal ice-breaking exercises, which create empathy amongst stakeholders,
have been proposed to improve results of collaborative processes. Next to this,
tools have been developed to inform multi-stakeholder collaborating groups
about their value network. However, there is lack of methods and tools to
facilitate ‘professional empathy’ among different stakeholders, which means
stakeholders do not know of one another what they are willing to give and take
within this collaborative environment. This paper synthesizes research from both
organizational theories and case study results, in which the prototype ‘Empathy
Hive’ was used, to propose optimal conditions for the creation of ‘professional
empathy’ in the early stages of multi-stakeholder collaboration.
Keywords: multi-stakeholder collaboration, professional empathy, give and take
relationships, stakeholder commitment, value network, transparency, trust,
conflict
1 INTRODUCTION
New business models in these challenging economic times [1] require a different
way of working. More and more we see stakeholders collaborating [2]. Next to
solely focusing on production, companies need to add value for their customers
through product service systems. Especially in the creative industry, focusing
only on design output is not enough anymore [3]. Also (semi) governmental
organizations are forced to forge alliances and foster collaboration due to budget
cuts and several societal challenges, such as the increasingly aging population
[4, 5].
Initiating collaboration is challenging, especially in the early stages of
design/problem solving: in which each stakeholder wants something different
and has his/her own perspective on the common enigma. Furthermore,
stakeholders often have hidden agendas when in a meeting, which makes
collaboration even more challenging [6]. A lot of conducted research focuses on
the factors of successful collaboration, of which team composition is perhaps the
most discussed [7], [8], [9]. The interpersonal relationships of the collaborating
stakeholders are vital for the initial take off of any collaborative process.
There are a lot of known personal empathizing (ice-break) group exercises, to
get to know one another more, in terms of age, hobbies etc., which are proven
to be beneficial for collaboration. [10] The research however targets topics that
relate to the understanding of one’s professional profile [11,12], Knowledge,
Skills, Resources, Needs, Goals, Position, Power etc. and one’s role in the
collaborative process. From now on referred to as ‘professional empathy’.
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There is a real gap between using tools to inform stakeholders in multistakeholder collaboration about their mutual value network & personalities
versus really providing them with the experience of insight in willingness to give
and take within the collaborative environment. Collaboration is not only about
what the possibilities are, on which stakeholders can work together. More so it is
about whether stakeholders want to make a commitment in working together.
Our objective is to close this gap using a design solution, a tool, and to evaluate
this tool in different contexts.
2 BACKGROUND LITERATURE
To create a better understanding of the research landscape, background
research has been gathered and synthesized on the topics of: collaboration,
empathy and available tools and case studies regarding these topics in the
context of multi-stakeholder collaboration.
‘Collaboration is a mutually beneficial and well-defined relationship entered into
by two or more organizations to achieve common goals’ [13]. The most
important element of collaboration is having a common goal. Next to that, the
relationship, especially trust amongst the collaborating stakeholders is crucial for
the collaboration to succeed. Finally it is vital that all stakeholders share
resources, risks and rewards (responsibility, mutual authority and accountability
for success) [14].
Many people think that anytime they're working together, they're collaborating.
There are many ways to work together other than collaboration. These different
forms have different varying levels of intensity in the relationship between
stakeholders. Cooperation, coordination and collaboration can be distinguished
in order of the intensity of working together, of which the latter is the most
intensive manner of working together [14]. During intensive collaboration,
stakeholders need to be committed to the common goal they want to reach as a
collective. Interpersonal relationships will be put to the test. Ruling out
assumptions can be of help in the early stages of multi-stakeholder
collaboration, to later on avoid clashes [15]. To help stakeholders understand
one another’s perspective, empathy can be used [16].
Empathy starts at a very young age [17] - Early theorists suggested that young
children were too egocentric or otherwise not cognitively able to experience
empathy (Freud 1958; Piaget 1965). However, a multitude of studies have
provided evidence that very young children are, in fact, capable of displaying a
variety of rather sophisticated empathy related behaviors [18]. Creating
empathy for other people can be difficult whenever situations are not equal.
Feeling personal distance or even revolt towards other people can serious block
the feeling of empathy towards others [19]. Which undoubtedly will result in
terrible collaboration. Collaboration amongst doctors and nurses is a wellresearched topic. The Jefferson scale of empathy and JSAPHC Jefferson Scale of
Attitudes toward Physician-Nurse Collaboration [20] are examples of how
empathy is measured in a professional environment to eventually improve
collaboration. On the other hand, the term ‘clinical empathy’ is much issued to
describe the doctor-patient relationship [21, 22]. This type of empathy enables
doctors to identify with their patients and therefore be more considerate.
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The world of business has picked up on the importance of empathy in relation to
performance. Empathy in the workplace [23] focuses especially on how empathy
amongst colleagues and in an employer-employee situation is vital for
performance. [24]
Within developmental literature a number of processes commonly referred to as
empathy were identified and defined [25].
•
•
•

•
•

Cognitive role taking: when the person identifies the thoughts of
another person.
Affective role taking: when the person identifies the feelings of
another person.
Sympathy: when the person responds to the other's emotion with an
affect that is not identical to but is congruent with his or her state or
welfare, for example concern.
Personal distress: when the person experiences self-orientated
anxiety or worry over the other's feelings.
Empathy: when the person shares the emotional state of the other.

The scope of this research lies within the process of ‘role taking’ or ‘perspective
taking’ [26], which frames either the cognitive or affective ability of a person to
identify with the thoughts and feelings of another person. Outside of the scope
are more emotional elements, such as empathy or sympathy towards another
person, caused by factors like concern or personal distress. Therefore it can be
stated that professional empathy is the ability to identify with the professional
thoughts and feelings of other stakeholders in a collaborative context.
The ‘Value Pursuit’ tool [27], is a tool that can be used in workshops to clarify
how stakeholders in a specific PSS (product-service system) can be of value to
each other and thereby identify shared goals within the project. The tool
provides transparency to stakeholders, showing the value network. There are
also various tools & frameworks [28, 29, 30] that provide stakeholders with preknowledge before they start collaborating, and data tracking while they are
collaborating.
In conclusion, one of the most fundamental elements for creating trust amongst
stakeholders in collaboration is openness and sharing of information [13, 14].
People tend to make assumptions and think they know about the person or
organization they are working with, while they actually do not. When creating
trust it is vital that assumptions are ruled out and stakeholders are as open as
possible to each other about their own, and their organization’s intentions [13,
14, 15, 16]. This will establish the right sort of interpersonal communication
based on empathic behavior [30]. Having a shared common goal that needs to
be realized (with resources of the members) is as important as the ability for
members to fulfill their self-interest (needs) [31].
Opposite to ‘regular’ empathy, which is more spontaneously evoked as a human
trait [32], professional empathy is to be more viewed as a constructed
competence, stakeholders need to acquire in collaborative processes.
Professional empathy therefore has much resemblance with clinical empathy,
although clinical empathy has a stronger connection to sympathy.
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3 METHOD
We iteratively designed for professional empathy [33]. In an educational
environment, we looked at positively influencing multi-stakeholder collaboration
through professional empathy, using design solutions. We generated scientific
knowledge and raw data evaluating the ‘Empathy Hive’ tool. We evaluated this
tool in multiple test simulations and eventually two different case studies. These
two cases are different in context, with the first case having a local, more
familiar, focus (Eindhoven), and the second a more international, less familiar,
focus (European scale). We chose to test the tool in two different contexts,
because we wanted the data to represent a generalized reflection of the
creation of professional empathy using the tool.

Figure 1 – Our process

We conducted qualitative research [34] using respectively questionnaires,
observation, video analysis and in-depth interviews. Through triangulation of
this raw data, we were able to measure the creation of professional empathy in
the early stages of multi-stakeholder collaboration.
3.1 PROTOTYPE DESIGN

The ‘Empathy Hive’ toolkit is made up of a set of tiles, in which the dark tiles
relate to common resources and the light tiles relate to common needs
stakeholders have when collaborating. With different colored sets of tokens,
which on their turn represent the different stakeholders in a meeting,
participants are asked to step into the other stakeholder’s shoes. Each
stakeholder receives a set of cards corresponding to the needs and resources on
the board to first see for themselves what needs and resources they have and
are willing to give/take in light of the common goal.
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Figure 2 – ‘Empathy Hive’ in use’

Figure 3 – Workflow ‘Empathy Hive’

3.2 CASE STUDY SETUP – USER TEST

In both case studies we used the ‘Empathy Hive’ at the beginning of the
collaboration, the initial first meeting of the stakeholder group for 30 minutes.

INDICATOR OF PROF. EMP.

ELABORATION

EXAMPLE

(Mis)understanding

Accuracy of assumptions by

A stakeholder assumes

other stakeholders

another stakeholder is going
to fund the project, while
this is not the case

Similarity

Opportunity

Match in each other’s

Both stakeholders have

professional profile

research capabilities

Discovering opportunities in

When a stakeholder needs

another stakeholder (apart

an IT specialist for another

from common goal)

project and he/she is
present

Goal alignment

Commitment

Mutual connection to

Stakeholders both need to

common goal

get this project done fast

Feeling responsible for part

A stakeholder wants to

of the project (claim)

become the project
manager/take ownership

Table 1 – Indicators of Professional empathy - elaboration
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Based on the output of our test simulations and desk research we categorized
five indicators of measurement for professional empathy. The indicators are
backed up with examples and provided with elaboration per indicator.
During the use of the tool we made thorough observations based on these five
indicators, the observations we made were especially in the stages of selfreflection, token placement and the placement motivation & discussion.
Afterwards, to deepen out our dataset we used video-analysis. We scored each
of the participating stakeholders whenever they mentioned anything within these
categories.
Before and after working with the ‘Empathy Hive’ stakeholders we asked to fill
out respectively a preview and review questionnaire. These questionnaires
consisted out of 4 questions to be answered on a scale from 1 to 10. The other 3
questions were open questions. The questions were created to respectively
assess the baseline knowledge each stakeholder has upfront concerning the
professional profile of the other stakeholders and assess outcome knowledge.
We used in-depth interviews with the participants afterwards to enrich the data.
4 RESULTS
Our results are presented per case. The cases have similar setups as elaborated
upon in the above method section.
4.1 CASE EGGY

EGGY is a prototype that is developed by Martijn Peeters as a means of
communication for elderly people, through light. The stakeholders were invited
to see how they could add value to the service platform of EGGY. We used the
‘Empathy Hive’ to start the meeting and initial conversations between the
stakeholders.
4.1.1 CASE STUDY DESCRIPTION

We carried out a user test with 4 stakeholders with backgrounds in health care
(Zuidzorg), IT (Onsnet) and education (Summa College, TU Eindhoven) all active
within the local network of Eindhoven.
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4.1.2 CASE RESULTS

Do you know what these people/

Do you know what they are willing

organizations do?

to give/take to/from the project?

(resources/needs)
Preview

Review

Preview

Review

ZUIDZORG

7

8

4

7

ONSNET

6

9

6

7

SUMMA COLLEGE

7

9

5

7

TU EINDHOVEN

7

8

7

8

Table 2 – preview & review comparison, 1-10 questions – EGGY case study

In this stakeholder meeting the stakeholders knew some of the other
stakeholders already, since the stakeholders were all active either in the city of
Eindhoven, or its vicinity. However, as table 2 shows, it was not very clear to all
of the stakeholders what the role of the other stakeholders could be in this
project.
SIMILA RITY

(MIS)UNDER-

OP PO R-

GO AL

STAN DIN G

TU NITY

AL IG NMENT

CO MMITMENT

ZU IDZ ORG

I

III

I

-

-

ON SN ET

II

I

I

II

II

SUMMA COLLE GE

III

II

I

I

I

TU EINDHOV EN

I

-

II

III

-

Table 3 – indicators of Professional empathy scoring – EGGY case study

In the beginning of the meeting, the common goal of the stakeholders in light of
EGGY was not present yet. The meeting was very explorative as a design
meeting. The ‘Empathy Hive’ was used to see what the stakeholders could
potentially mean for the concept and vice versa. In the self-reflection stage of
usage, especially Zuidzorg wanted to express resources, but was not per se
willing to share. During the placement motivation & discussion stage, a lot of
conflict was posed as other stakeholders saw opportunities for Zuidzorg, but
instead of commitment, misunderstanding occurred. The misunderstanding
caused a conflict, it was not that the stakeholders were wrong about the
resources and needs of Zuidzorg, but they were wrong about the willingness to
give/take. This deepened insights in each other’s professional profiles to a great
extend, as it caused other stakeholders to reflect about their own commitment.
Onsnet committed to some of the posed tasks and next steps within the
collaborative space for instance.
4.1.3 CASE ANALYSIS

The ‘Empathy Hive’ took out all the assumptions within the meeting and
eventually pinpointed each of the stakeholders sharp on each other’s
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professional profile. The way in which the tool facilitated the learnings was really
important for the participants, as they constantly referred to placed tokens when
they were discussing in the placement motivation & discussion stage. As both
table 2 & 3 show, the stakeholders were really aware of each other’s
professional profile in the end, but less aware of what the eventual commitment
or give/take relationships were. There was no collective plan of action in the
end, but some of the stakeholders formulated their own goals on possible
collaboration with EGGY.
4.2 CASE FIELD LAB

The purpose of this session was to come up with a service design for the 3
stakeholder groups for the Field Lab in the context of Ulster a county in Northern
Ireland, UK. The field lab is a physical space in which end users, business and
knowledge institutes all come together to respectively have fun, test equipment
& gather data and do research.
The Field Labs are an idea of the European funded organization Profit. We used
the ‘Empathy Hive’ to start the meeting and initial conversations between the
stakeholders.
4.2.1 CASE STUDY DESCRIPTION

Representatives from the areas of Business, Knowledge Institutes and (local)
Government were present. In total we designed with 5 stakeholders. An
independent architect, a director in the council of the Ulster Municipality, a
University PHD researcher (health), a University sports director and a mobile
app developer SME (Mob Starts).
4.2.2 CASE RESULTS

Do you know what these

Do you know what they are

people/ organizations do?

willing to give/take to/from the

(resources/needs)

project?

Preview

Review

Preview

Review

ARCHITECT

4

8

7

8

MUNICIPALITY

8

9

8

10

UNIVERSITY PHD

7

8

5

7

UNIVERSITY SPORTS

9

9

8

9

MOB STARTS

6

8

7

8

Table 4 – preview & review comparison, 1-10 questions - Field Lab case study

The local stakeholders (university and municipality) knew one another well,
whereas the other two stakeholders were not as informed about one another,
however, they did know about the project beforehand, so they were still able to
shape an image of give/take relationships of the other stakeholders before the
meeting.
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SIMILARITY

(MIS)UNDER-

OPPOR-

GOAL

STANDING

TUNITY

ALIGNMENT

COMMITMENT

ARCHITECT

III

I

-

I

-

MUNICIPALITY

II

III

II

III

IIII

UNIVERSITY PHD

I

II

I

I

I

UNIVERSITY

IIII

I

I

-

II

-

II

I

-

-

SPORTS
MOB STARTS

Table 5 – indicators of Professional empathy scoring – Field Lab case study

Especially the municipality had a very strong vision for the field lab and really
wanted to get the project going as soon as possible. Other stakeholders had to
be convinced of their role as the stakeholder from the municipality took the lead.
It was the municipality representative who could agree to a lot of commitment
posed to her in the placement motivation & discussion stage. Striking was that
participants referenced to a great extend to the cards they had picked out for
themselves beforehand. They used the cards as a sort of reward-system [35],
the more the empathizing (other stakeholder) tokens were correct the more
they seemed to enjoy using the tool. This also accounted for higher scores in the
indicators of similarity, (mis)understanding and opportunity.

Figure 6 – real-time - value network representation – Field Lab case study
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She has a lot of contact
with the locals and knows
what is going on in the
neighborhood.
Starting
with children she wants
to strengthen the social
fabric of the area. With
her specific leadership &
people skills, she could be
a great project leader for
the field lab.

MUNICIPALITY
ific
ec se
sp erti
p
ex

sp
ex ecifi
pe
rti c
se

His research knowledge
and large amount of local
connections can be of
great use to the field lab.
The field lab will provide
the university with an
excellent testing ground
to expand the knowledge
of his university.

UNIVERSITY

MOB STARTS

new target
group

project
management

SPORTS

With his company Kevin
could be a key player
to address our new
target group (children).
In creating an (online)
community with mobile
solutions we could boost
the field lab and create
real value.

value/opportunity
s
es
sin d
in
m

bu

k
or
tw
ne
re
se
mi arch
nd

PHD

research
mind

ific
ec se
sp erti
p
ex

ific
ec se
sp erti
p
ex

He has a lot of expertise
that can aid the project.
Especially when it comes
to research. Specifically
in the area of health.
Mark will be able to take
the research at the field
lab to the next level.

n
sig
de ind
m

UNIVERSITY

ex
po
su
re

re
su
po
ex

field lab

Figure 7 – afterwards - value network representation - Field Lab case study

ARCHITECT
He
especially
focuses
on space and business.
Expert on a wide variety
of topics. Harry has the
knowledge
to
design
core features of how the
field lab could become a
success.
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We created this representation as a design outcome for the session with the
‘Empathy Hive’. The visualization shows give and take relationships based on the
categories provided in the tool. Empty tiles stand for a need and coloured ones
stand for a resource.
4.2.3 CASE ANALYSIS

The stakeholders were very aware of why they were invited to join this
collaboration and therefore had little struggle in expressing commitment. Also
they suggested roles for others to have. Clearly the stakeholders in the region of
Ulster had a lot more knowledge about the area and were therefore more able to
express needs and resources, not being business owners, they could commit
themselves more to the project than the independent architect and the mobile
apps builder.

quantitative professional empathy

4.3 OVERALL ANALYSIS

GOAL
ALIGNMENT

COMMITMENT

OPPORTUNITY

(MIS)
UNDERSTANDING

SIMILARITY

qualitative professional empathy
Figure 8 – abstract graph of professional empathy creation

In both case studies and in simulations in previous iterations a common trend
was discovered. We have seen that participating stakeholders could only really
show commitment to the project when they had a profound baseline
knowledge/overview of each other’s professional profile.
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We have described this phenomenon in our overall analysis as ‘quantitative
professional empathy’. This specific type of professional empathy strongly
correlates with the cognitive role taking process and was generally to be
identified with the indicators: similarity, opportunity and (mis)understanding. It
is mostly created because of the knowledge exchange on topics like resources
and needs.
On the other hand indicators like goal alignment and commitment strongly
showed another type of professional empathy, more aimed towards feeling what
a stakeholder is willing to give and take within the collaboration. We call this
type of professional empathy ‘qualitative professional empathy’. This type of
professional empathy can be linked to the affective role taking process.
Based on these findings we have been able to extrapolate an abstract graph
(figure 8) that shows how professional empathy is created in terms of the order
of quantitative and qualitative professional empathy and the corresponding
indicators. In our second case study: the ‘field lab’ case study, the quantitative
state was reached faster, as there was already a rather clear baseline knowledge
of one another’s professional profile amongst participants. This allowed the case
study to show more indicators in the commitment and goal alignment field and
thus more designed give and take relationships.
In comparison to case study EGGY, the ‘field lab’ case study had a strong leader
in the group, which also helped the stakeholders to converge more easily in the
decision making process. In both of the case studies, the stakeholders wanted to
express about their own organizations and make sure that the other
stakeholders had the correct information. The stakeholders could more easily
express themselves when another stakeholder had made a completely wrong
assumption about them, than in situations in which all assumptions made
corresponded to some extent to the stakeholder’s own reflection.
5 DISCUSSION
For the creation of professional empathy in the early stages of multi-stakeholder
collaboration certain optimal conditions can be proposed:
•
•
•

Communication: open and honest communication about what
stakeholders are willing to give and take.
Transparency: a clear overview of resources and needs in the
collaborative space.
Trust: the feeling that stakeholders tell the truth and have no hidden or
unknown agenda.

The ‘Empathy Hive’ is an example of how the openness can be achieved across
these fields, but next to that, the role of the facilitator of the tool is also a
meaningful and important addition. As the tool mostly provides overview and
willingness for collaboration, it does not push participants to deliver maximum
output. Asking additional questions during discussions, something that was
automated by participants in the second case study, led to a deeper
understanding of one another, especially in the field of qualitative professional
empathy.
Before give and take relationships in the qualitative professional empathy field
can be design amongst stakeholders, quantitative professional empathy has to
be established to a certain minimum (baseline). There is no real endpoint for the
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creation of professional empathy, however at a certain point the relevant topics
concerning one another’s professional profile had been discussed and therefore
this could be seen as 100% quantitative professional empathy. Professional
empathy always needs to be updated as certain roles change throughout any
process.
Commitment in the collaborative space and goal alignment are really important
indicators for qualitative professional empathy. Strong discussions, even conflict,
arose whenever stakeholders made wrong assumptions about one another in
these areas. This was very different when wrong assumptions were made about
the professional profile.
These conflicts led to some very clear decisions in the collaborative process,
even when it came to stakeholders not participating at all anymore, or with a
very different role than anticipated upon. It is meaningful to confront these
‘deal-breaking’ situations early on in the stages of collaboration, to avoid false
expectations.
The identification and definition of professional empathy through the design
intervention of the ‘Empathy Hive’ brings a new dimension to multi-stakeholder
collaboration. It illustrates the relevance of what empathic behaviour, both in
the cognitive and affective field, can imply for the specific business context.
The indicators used in this paper account for the scalability and repetition of
research in the field of professional empathy, furthermore they can serve
stakeholders in context to identify whenever professional empathy is used
amongst them.
6 CONCLUSION
It must be stressed that professional empathy is a skill, which must be acquired
as a competence by any professional entering the collaborative environment.
The Empathy Hive provides clarity before or during collaborative engagements
by ruling out assumptions, identifying white spots (missing resources) and
demanding collaborative commitment to a common goal.
Professional empathy can only be created through understanding of one
another’s professional profile. Stakeholders need to feel understood and they
need to understand one another when it comes to what they can offer
(resources) and what they need (needs) to/from the collaboration. This can only
be identified if all stakeholders have a similar picture of each other’s skills and
knowledge.
Without the tool provided, professional empathy can still be created in
discussion; however, the intervention of the tool provides a similar common
ground for facilitated discussion, leaving little room for wrong interpretation. It
can be stated that the tool is not a method for training professional empathy,
but more a facilitator that accelerates awareness for this skill in context.
We have seen that the tool levels out the discussion to an extent that makes
give and take relationships comprehensible for any outsider because it gives a
unique real-time graphic overview and feedback to users. Furthermore, our
claim is that professional empathy is the missing key in multi-stakeholder
collaboration, as this competence facilitates understanding, alignment and
commitment amongst stakeholders unlike any other defined term.
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